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Introduction: New Opportunities, New Imperatives
Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning present opportunities and imperatives for insurers today.
There isn't any function in any market where you will not be competing against carriers and intermediaries using
advanced analytics to enhance their profitability. Whether the function is marketing, underwriting, or claims, and
whether the market you are in is personal, commercial, or property and liability, using AI and machine learning
can make just about every function in your organization run more smoothly and efficiently.
AI and machine learning are transforming data analytics by allowing companies of all sizes to develop predictive
models five to fifteen times faster, and at a far lower cost. Using AI and machine learning, companies can
overcome previous limitations imposed by data, systems, and staffing to incorporate more insights and
information from across the enterprise into ever more precise predictions.
In this industry overview, we will cover some of the key challenges facing the insurance industry today and how
AI, specifically automated machine learning, can make a critical impact.
Here’s how insurers can use AI today:
• Marketing: To identify better conversion opportunities and improve their quality and spread of risk;
• Underwriting: To allow for more granular differentiation among risks, and thus improved risk selection, tiering, and
company assignment;
• Pricing: To allow for more precise prediction of loss propensity and more granular pricing models by coverage, market
segment, industry or geography;
• Loss control: To distinguish more precisely among causes of loss in regards to their impact on loss ratios, thus allowing a
more strategic approach to mitigation efforts; and
• Claims: To implement cost-effective claims “triage,” identifying individual claims for automated settlement, manual
handling, or potential fraud.
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Automated Machine Learning: Democratizing Your Modeling
To date, the competition to develop insurance analytics has been, first and foremost, a competition to recruit and
retain data scientists -- highly skilled and highly specialized professionals who are in great demand and short
supply and who tend to have brief tenures with their employers.
Given the demands they face, insurance data scientists typically find themselves overburdened and able to
address only 5-15% of a company’s modeling issues, often operating in silos set apart from day-to-day business
operations and decisions. We are currently at a point where the ability to grow data science teams is severely
limited by the supply and many years of training needed to develop new data scientists. Companies practicing
manual predictive analytics have reached a point of peak predictive analytics impact.
Automated machine learning is a game-changer for insurers, as it empowers an insurance company’s
staff--actuaries, pricing analysts, product managers, and others--to help develop analytical models, thus
supplementing and extending the value of data scientists.
Data scientists themselves can use automated machine learning to increase their productivity. Instead of
spending hours hand coding a few models, they can automatically develop dozens of models at the same time,
using algorithms and engineering techniques they did not have before.
Models can be put into production without having to be rewritten multiple times, in contrast to traditional
analytic methods, which might require one to three model revisions before deployment.
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Carrier-distribution relations deteriorate over time,
as there are usually too few sales managers to
keep agency and broker operations functioning
at peak level. As a result, the volume and quality
of new business decline, along with the tenure
of existing customers and the efficiency of
collaboration.

Transformative Trends

Automated machine learning creates an entirely
new framework for managing this vital function.

public sources. Leading companies are utilizing real-time behavioral and operational data on risks supplied

Rather than waiting years to learn the quality
of your broker business, automated machine
learning can project claims experience from what
is currently known, making you aware almost
immediately of the quality of your accounts.
By quickly analyzing account experience across
a book of business, automated machine learning
identifies your most productive distribution
relationships, allowing you to determine which
relationships to sustain, improve, or shed.

AI and machine learning significantly outperform traditional approaches to insurance functions and are now
accessible to non-data scientists in a practical, cost-effective manner. These developments are crucial given the
transformative challenges now facing insurance companies.
To remain competitive, companies can no longer rely on data collected periodically on applications or from
through, among other means:
• IoT sensors used to monitor water, heat, and other potential hazards in residential and commercial property;
• Telematics used to monitor driver behavior and vehicle maintenance in private passenger and commercial auto; and
• Bioinformatics and wearable technologies used to monitor individual wellness and safety for health insurance and
workers’ compensation.

At the same time, insurance buyers have raised their expectations for what they expect from an online service.
Their everyday experiences with services like Amazon have conditioned them to expect that companies will
anticipate what they want and recommend the best products and services from the many options available.
Another challenge insurers face is staff turnover, particularly the looming retirement of hundreds of thousands
of insurance professionals the industry is struggling to replace. When experienced staff members are replaced,
companies often find that newly trained staff members are recruited away by competitors.
Competitive hiring significantly impairs the development of institutional knowledge within companies. AI can help
address that by tracking, recording, and learning from customer interactions and account experience. So, even as
staff members come and go, a record of best practices based on sound, data-driven decisions remains intact.
As these challenges mount, insurers don’t just face competition from other insurers. They also face several
hundred insurtech companies seeking to reinvent how insurance is provided.
Insurtechs don't have loss histories and underwriting experience like established insurers, but they can harness new
types of data and provide flexible, user-friendly experiences that they can learn from as buyers engage with them.
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Where Insurers are Getting High Value from AI and Machine Learning
As stated at the outset, no function in insurance will be unaffected by the adoption of artificial intelligence and
machine learning. Besides automating and informing traditional processes, AI and machine learning create new
capabilities that empower insurers to optimize every function in the insurance value chain.

Marketing and Distribution
For marketing purposes, AI and machine learning can help ensure you are marketing to the right prospects in
the most effective manner and not wasting time and money. AI can leverage underwriting risk selection models
to pre-qualify marketing prospects to ensure they are risks that are appealing to your company and consistent
with the business you would like to write. Markets often use AI to predict a prospect’s propensity to buy and its
profitability at various price levels. From those determinations, AI and machine learning can predict the tenure of
individual accounts under various pricing scenarios, thus allowing users to estimate the lifetime value of accounts.
Knowing how to reach your prospects is often as important as knowing who your prospects are. Clients often use
AI to determine which communication channels and campaigns are best for each client. Many clients have saved
millions of dollars by optimizing when and how they make online advertising bids as well.
In all, the results are refined. Dynamic customer segmentation identifies which prospects deserve the highest
priority in your marketing efforts and an effective means to reach them. This extends to dynamic and granular
differentiation among individual risks within the various segments. AI and machine learning complement their
applications in marketing with support for optimal underwriting and refined, dynamic policy pricing.
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Underwriting, Rapid Rate Development, and Dynamic Pricing
AI helps support excellence across all underwriting activities from broker solicitation to risk selection, pricing,
and renewals management. For more complex commercial or online risks, this capability improves underwriter
risk guidance at the moment an application is submitted and avoids situations where brokers are prematurely
quoting prices and terms before the risk is fully understood.
Underwriting triage is one of the fastest return solutions for personal lines and small commercial lines. New
submissions are analyzed and triaged into auto-approve, light review, review, special review, and auto-decline
categories. Auto-approve and auto-decline recommendations noticeably enhance underwriting turnaround times
and directly improve operating results by avoiding unacceptable risks that would increase your loss ratio and bring
on safer clients that help lower your loss ratio. Additional models are available for outcome-based assignment to
individual underwriters who are identified by models as best equipped to manage particular submissions.
The latest frontier in individualized risk transfer is “predictive product configuration,” the use of AI and machine
learning to predict what coverages, limits, and deductibles are likely to meet the needs of a prospect. This allows
for a streamlined, efficient, and thorough buying process that accelerates account conversion.
Everything that is captured by AI and machine learning about risk selection and analysis is preserved,
enhanced, and leveraged to make all underwriting staffers, especially newer ones, more knowledgeable,
capable, and valuable.
Thanks to the continuous learning enabled by AI and machine learning, insurers are constantly aware of changes
in costs and competition and thus able to develop and file new rates far more rapidly than in the past.
Dynamic pricing is a well-established practice used by many insurance carriers to leverage third party and other
data sources to improve risk segmentation. The more available data helps insurers improve their understanding
of comparative risk levels and price for each customer. Success means more new client wins and avoidance of
unprofitable risks (as well as adverse selection to competitors).
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The challenge insurers face is the effort to rapidly review available internal and external data in a timely manner
to determine which new data sources enhance pricing models. This is time-consuming, so pricing teams may
resort to relying on judgement (rather than statistical analysis), abandonment of new data sources, or quick tests
that do not fully evaluate the predictive power of supplemental information. Automated machine learning can
rapidly evaluate data, build models quickly, and automate feature engineering, which lets insurers be confident
they are wringing the most value out of new data sources.
Automated machine learning’s speed, when applied to pricing models, revolutionizes new product development,
especially for volatile and competitive lines where the ability to respond to market changes and new loss trends
is very important. Insurance companies can reduce the time to develop loss-based pricing models by 60-90%.
This includes exporting rating tables for regulators, enhancing automatically developed documentation, and
experimenting with alternative pricing strategies, such as building models to explore new sub-segments by
industry, region, or coverage. Most importantly, in addition to becoming market responsive, insurers develop
accurate models that improve risk pricing and profitability.
Risk tiering is a 20th century practice. The 21st century belongs to those capable of individualized risk
assessment, dynamic pricing, and rapid new product development to seize market opportunities.

Claims and Engagement
Claims are the moment of truth for insurers. Respond too slowly, and an insurer risks customer wrath, market conduct
scrutiny, or a bad faith claim. Respond too quickly, without adequate information, and an insurer risks overpaying, overreserving, or falling victim to fraud.
AI can be deployed to inform and, if desired, automate claims triage. These capabilities can automatically direct
“no touch” claims to straight-through processing, and designate “low touch” and “high touch” claims for optimized
assignment to individual adjusters who are identified by analytics as best able to manage them. This is analogous to
the optimized assignment of underwriters described earlier.
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AI can be deployed to inform and, if desired, automate claims triage. These capabilities can automatically direct
“no touch” claims to straight-through processing, and designate “low touch” and “high touch” claims for optimized
assignment to individual adjusters who are identified by analytics as best able to manage them. This is analogous to
the optimized assignment of underwriters described earlier.
Throughout the claims process, AI and machine learning can automatically discern among claims for their size and
complexity, the chances for litigation, the likelihood of fraud, and the potential for subrogation. The robust and precise
claim development modeling leads to greater accuracy and fewer surprises in reserve forecasting.
Case reserves can be made more accurate by referring adjusters to similar closed claims files where they may glean
best practices, as well as practices to avoid in a “claims like this” analysis. Machine learning models can examine case
reserves and predict which reserves are likely to change - perhaps exceeding a certain threshold ($50) - or identifying
which claims might either blow-up into severe losses or stair step their way up through multiple reserve changes.
Claims organizations can implement continuous improvement methods by using machine learning models to identify
claim files most suitable for monthly file review and can then learn from best (and not-best) practices identified as
causes for reserve inadequacy. These learnings can then be deployed for improved claim assignment, prediction of
reserve changes, and opportunities for adjuster training.
Finally, AI and machine learning strengthen customer engagement by measuring and predicting the factors that lead
customers to renew their policies or let them lapse and the factors that make customers good prospects for crossselling and upselling new or enhanced products, thus adding to their lifetime value.
Machine reading of text, be it online or in company files, captures the comments of consumers and allows users to
detect, measure, and predict consumer sentiment and customer loyalty. This enables systematic management of a
company’s net promoter score (NPS), a rapidly growing metric of company acceptance and quality.
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Improving Knowledge of Losses
Understanding a carrier’s claim liabilities is a very important practice of portfolio loss reserving. Actuaries have
developed reliable techniques to accurately predict a carrier’s ultimate claims obligations with triangles and
the chain-ladder method of prediction. While well-tested over time, these approaches typically work top-down
across the entirety of losses, recognizing additional incurred expenses, estimating inadequate case reserves
(IBNER), and predicting claims that have occurred but have not yet been reported by the customer (IBNYR). Topdown approaches can fulfill financial reporting requirements but present a challenge in improving the accuracy
of underlying loss reserves. Simply put, it’s difficult to accurately allocate individual changes in reserves across
the existing claims portfolio.
With automated machine learning, companies have found that they can very accurately develop individual
claims to their ultimate amount. Similarly, incurred but not reported claims can be predicted and aggregated
with the individually developed losses to produce highly accurate loss triangles. Enhanced information can be
combined with traditional reports as a supplement and can help explain any decisions to change reserves.
Traditional chain-ladder methods are severely challenged when asked to explain movements in reserves (such as
quarterly comparisons) and take weeks to research. By contrast, individual loss models can immediately identify
which claims led to reserve changes. Additional analysis will rapidly explain loss trends based on claim, policy,
and customer features common to increases in reserves. Answers can now be provided in a few days rather
than weeks.
Improved loss accuracy has a myriad of applications across the insurance company. Pricing models based on
individually developed losses are more accurate, and claims organizations can review loss development and
decide how to address predicted changes for each claim. More accurate reserves can free up unneeded capital
and improve the company’s combined ratio.
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The Advent of Automated Machine Learning
Automated machine learning (invented by DataRobot) solves many of the challenges described
above and makes the others more manageable.
Automated machine learning:
1.

Finds the best model for your particular situation through competitive elimination from an extensive resource
library of common models—cutting hundreds or even thousands of hours off the time required to find the best
model for your situation.

2.

Ranks the top performing models so you can evaluate and select from among the models best suited to your
particular problem.

3.

Provides transparency into each model’s use of data, telling you not just which data is most important, but also when.

4.

Explains individual predictions, down to specific data features and their values.

5.

Provides diagnostics for understanding model accuracy using a variety of performance metrics.

6.

Provides tools for understanding and making tradeoff decisions (e.g., between speed and accuracy, positive
versus negative predictive value, when and where additional models may be cost justifiable).

7.

Automatically creates most of the documentation required for model validation and model risk management,
reducing the opportunity cost of time spent on lower value activities (that data scientists, almost universally,
dislike spending time on).

8.

Reduces the cost, difficulty, and risk of deploying models into your production environment by providing minimally
invasive deployment options such as code generation, API deployment, and deployment to Hadoop.

9.

Makes it easier to monitor model performance and detect drift or performance degradation over time, alerting
modelers to the need for retraining or creation of challenger models.

10. Makes retraining models on new data and redeploying models into production simple, fast, and low risk.
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Clarity and Consistency
Many observers--particularly regulators and consumer activists, but also company executives—are apprehensive
that AI generates opaque, “black box” results they cannot understand or explain.
On this score, DataRobot can only speak for itself in stating that all the steps in its modeling processes are
visible and reproducible, clearly identifying and explaining factors that have predictive value. At the customer
level, “prediction explanations” allow underwriters to explain clearly to brokers and customers why a particular
application or account received a certain price, score, or recommendation. This also ensures that modeling
results can be explained to executives and regulators.
In addition, anyone who has worked with predictive analytics knows that the accuracy of models “drifts” with
new underwriting and loss experience. Models developed using AI and machine learning have built-in capabilities
to notify users how often and how far current results diverge from modeled predictions and what variable factors
may be causing the divergence.

Top AI and Machine Learning Insurer Use Cases
Dynamic pricing precision
Using DataRobot for pricing, a large UK motor insurance carrier substituted a gradient boosting model for
its generalized linear model in one line of business. As a result, the carrier reduced its loss ratio, improved its
combined ratio, increased its retention ratio, and reduced its acquisition costs; in all, adding value worth up to £7
million. DataRobot’s ability to execute linear and nonlinear algorithms simultaneously helps deliver precise riskspecific pricing that reduces vulnerability to adverse selection.
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Reduced churn
Insurers lose money when good customers don’t renew, as lapsed policies need to be replaced with more costly
new business. Using DataRobot, a large European insurer incorporated the risk of “churn” into its renewal pricing,
leading to reductions in cancellations and non-renewals, an improved loss ratio, and a 24% reduction in variable
costs. In all, the company estimates the value at €12.5 million a year.

Mitigating litigation risk
A large commercial U.S. property and casualty carrier used DataRobot to develop a model for predicting the
likelihood that a workers' compensation claim would lead to litigation. Claims scoring high for the probability of
litigation are referred to senior claims staff for early and attractive settlement offers. The company estimates
that it has avoided 10% of the litigation it would have experienced without the model, leading to a 25% decrease
in the cost of at-risk claims and an estimated value to the company of more than $5 million per year.

Fraud detection
Modern machine learning is far more effective than static rules in detecting ever-evolving methods of fraud.
In one case, a large European property and casualty insurer implemented overnight batch runs of auto claims
against a model developed using DataRobot. Claims scoring high for probability of fraud are now assigned to
a specialized claims fraud investigation team. The company estimates that it has increased the accuracy of its
fraud detection by 30%, yielding more than $10 million in value.

Capitalizing on subrogation
Subrogation opportunities are like finding money, but only if you can identify them and act quickly. A continental
European motor insurer worked with DataRobot to identify claims with a high probability for subrogation
recovery. Claims handlers now receive automated lists of claims with subrogation targets. The company has
doubled its subrogation rate and expects additional annual recoveries of €4-8 million a year.
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Conclusion
The age of automated machine learning is here. Insurers that embrace it, take full advantage of it, and think
through how to introduce it into every part of their organization will crush their competition. Insurance companies
that dither, delay, or avoid learning about this technology will lose ground and ultimately may not survive.
DataRobot is the inventor and category leader of automated machine learning. Having been the first mover,
DataRobot has developed the most robust end-to-end solution. Let our team of insurance industry experts show
you how you can achieve your goals and beat your competition with automated machine learning. Leverage our
experience working with insurance companies across the globe on applications of machine learning in virtually
every business line and function.
For more information on DataRobot, or to schedule a demo, visit: www.datarobot.com/insurance
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DataRobot is the leader in enterprise AI, delivering trusted AI technology and
enablement services to global enterprises competing in today’s Intelligence
Revolution. DataRobot’s enterprise AI platform democratizes data science with endto-end automation for building, deploying, and managing machine learning models.
This platform maximizes business value by delivering AI at scale and continuously
optimizing performance over time. The company’s proven combination of cutting
edge software and world-class AI implementation, training, and support services,
empowers any organization – regardless of size, industry, or resources – to drive
better business outcomes with AI
Sign up for a free trial today to find out how DataRobot can help
your organization at datarobot.com
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